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Black Illifii: Life at the University of Illinois in the 1930s
A DMlyJlM editorial quote* • prominent black student at the 
University of lllinoit: "If you went to know what boll to. wako up colored 
some morning.'' The editor wont on to lift various discriminations at tbs 
University against black studsnts.i
Was it "heir for tbs black studsnts at tbs University during tbs 
1930s? This papsr describes tbs studsnts' experiences as tbsy strugglsd to 
sarn tbsir degree,?. Where did tbsy livs? In what activities did tbsy 
involve themselves? Wbat proMems did tbsy facs?
Discrimination and ssgrsgation wars facts of lifs for Macks in tbs 
1930s; therefore, black studsnts facsd problsms white studsnts did not 
However, bow diffsrsnt wars tbs black studsnts' sxpsrlsncss wbsn 
comparsd to tbsir white counterparts'? Mors important did tbs Univsrsity 
try to equalise tbs trsatmsnt of its studsnts?
Ivsn if Mack studsnts sbarsd tbs sams experiences with white 
studsnts ones tbsy arrivsd on campus, tbs Mack studsnts rsmainsd 
distinctly diffsrsnt Tbsy cams from diffsrsnt ssetions of tbsir towns. Tbsir 
parents worked diffsrsnt jobs, and in some cases they bad attended separate 
schools. Finally, Mack studsnts possessed a unique heritage about which 
most white students neither knew, nor cared to know.
I Dfcihr m in i 10 January 1932. 4.
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2N ation al T ren d s
Whan tha North won tha Gvil War, fraadom saamad aasurad to tha 
Blades in Amarica. For tha naxt thirty-fiva yaars Blacks did indaad 
aaparianca a grudging political and aconomic amandpation. In tha aarly 
1900s, howavar, black dtteans' status and rights dadinad. Public offica 
holding dacraasad to almost nona. Most unions andudad Blacks, and schools 
bagan to sagragata. According to Malar and Rudwick, *By tha opaning of 
tha twantiath cantury Southarn axtramists wara influandng public opinion 
in tha North and Wast mora than bafora.* As a rasult of this and othar 
influancas, "Northarnars widaly baliavad that Nagroas wara lass industrious, 
lass thrifty, lass trustworthy, and lass salf-controllad."2
In tha faca of growing supprassion, Blacks bacama mora consamtiva 
and accommodating in thair approach to dvil rights. Bookar T. Washington 
was tha main proponant of this conciliatory and gradualist approach. Ha and 
othar influantial Black spokasparsons strassad aconomic salf-halp and radal 
solidarity as tha kays to Black racognition. Accapting disfranchisamant and 
sagragation, thasa Black laadars amphasizad aconomic accumulation and 
middla-dass virtua*. Buainaasaa graw which raliad on tha Black markat, 
induding banks, camatary and raalty associations, and insuranca 
companias.*
2 August Malar and Elliot M. Rudwick, From PknUtion In OhotlA (Now York: 
Bill and Vang, 1966) 166-71.
J Malar 171-79.
3Much of the market for the northern Black businessmen cam* out of 
the Groat Migration that occurred during tho World War I ora. Stimulated 
by natural disasters and domands for industrial labor in tho North, tho 
migration of hundrods of thousands of Blacks to northern cities spurred 
increased segregation in housing and discrimination in hotels and 
restaurants. After the war, Blacks faced not only increased segregation, but 
a revived Ku Dux Klan, fewer jobs, and mounting urban tension, the main 
cause of which "lay in fears of economic competition and the voting power of 
urban Negro migrants.’1
Many factors caused the new activist approach to civil rights that 
developed during the 1920s. Marcus Garvey's Universal Negro 
Improvement Association, ’a protest against the anti-Negro reaction of the 
post-war period*, was one of these factors.) Influencing mostly the Black 
masses, Garvey appealed to black pride and nationalism. In addition to a 
developing Black nationalism, the Harlem Renaissance and the concept of the 
"New Negro’ brought a sense of community and racial solidarity to Blacks. 
According to John Hope Franklin, author of From Slavery to Freedom. The 
urbanization of Negroes, with its accompanying stimulation of self-respect 
and racial cohesiveness, had much to do with the resistance offered to 
suppression in the 1920s.6 Insisting on the value of a black subculture, this 
New Negro protested and demanded his rights of citizenship. Moreover, the 
NAACP and its prominent backers began pushing aggressively for integration
1 Meier 192-94
5 fohn Hope Fnntlin. From Slavery to Freedom 3rd ed (New York: Knopf, 
1967) 493.
6 Franklin 484.
4and political rights. These factors, combined with economic stability, madia 
growth, and tha spraad of libaral idaas, sat tha staga for tha "clear-cut 
ravarsal in tha attitudas of white Amaricans toward Black Americans in tha 
lSJOs.*’
In tha 19308 many changes occurred in tha ongoing struggle for civil 
rights. Tha "fight was fought on a scale, and with an intensity, unseen in 
any previous decade." Tha Depression impacted tha form of tha protest In 
tha 1930s. Most Blacks worked in tha service industry, mainly as domestic 
servants or porters, and because during the Depression personal service jobs 
were the first jobs cut, Blacks experienced widespread unemployment and 
poverty. In 1934, while only 17k of v/liito Americans were incapable of 
self-support, 33k of all Blacks could not support themselves. Besides 
lacking necessary living money, they met discrimination in the relief system 
when soup kitchens refused the black unemployed, and government 
agencies discriminated in handing out relief checks.8
Blacks began to organize in the 1930s more than ever before. The 
NAACP, forced to pursue a new aggressive economic program, grew from 
21,000 members in 1929 to 54,000 in 1932. In addition, the Citizen's 
League for Fair Play organized a black national economic boycott - "Don't Buy 
Where Tou Cant Work" • which affected at least thirty-five cities' urban 
ghettos. The National Negro Congress, founded in 1930, brought together 
five hundred black organizations to protest white discrimination and 
segregation; however, Communists, who thought Blacks ideal for their
7 Meier 206,1% . and 211; Seymour Martin Upset, Rebellion in tha University 
(Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1971) 168-70.
8 Harvard Sitkoff, A Nav Deal For Blacks. 3 vols, (New York; Oxford UP, 1978)
1: 244; Franklin 496-97.
programs, took over and by 1940 weakened the influence of this movement 
Others flourished. The number of Black Voters Leagues increased in 
number, as well as civil rights groups. In Chicago, the Council of Negro 
Organizations included 100,000 people and fifty-seven civic, religious, 
fraternal, and labor organizations.9
In addition to increasing Black mobilization, a new 'intellectual 
consensus* emerged in the 1930s. Frequently supported with scientific and 
sociological data, this new intellectual approach rejected black inferiority and 
emphasized the damage done by racism As these ideas appeared in the 
media, white support for Blacks' rights grew. While "Progressive leaders 
increasingly set the tone of discourse on racial issues in union halls and 
universities*, state legislatures established commissions to investigate racial 
discrimination in education and housing. Moreover, white citizens heard the 
emerging liberalism every Sunday, because most of the clergy accepted this 
new intellectual concensus too.10
Joining the new intellectual view of the Blacks' situation were New 
Deal reform ideals which increased pressure for racial justice in government 
At the federal level, Roosevelt spurred by his sympathetic wife, created new 
federal position? for Blacks, including an advisory board called the Black 
Cabinet In 1933. Be established the Joint Committee on National Recovery 
which fought discriminatory policies in federal agencies such as the National 
Touth Administration and the Civilian Conservation Corps and, the number of
9 Sitkoff262-63; Franklin 363.
10 Sitkoff 191-200 tad  263-65.
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black federal employees increased from 50,000 in 1933 to 200,000 in 
1946.ii
Perhaps tba most significant changa in attitude concarning Blacks in 
the 1930s cams from tba Suprsms Court Tba Court movad from a non­
interventionist approach to a humanist approach in applying ths 14th 
Amandmant causing ths numbsr of casas tha Court agrssd to haar and ths 
psrcsntags of outcomas to laap significantly aftsr 1937- Tha NAACP and 
Blacks in ganaral ‘cams to ragard tha Court as tha most rsliabls safaguard of 
tha rights of all citizens.**1 2
By 1940, Blacks wars boldsr in dsmanding (hair rights. At almost 
•vary turn, Northsrn Blacks found "both Nsgro and whits spokesman and 
organizations azhorting tham to damand aquality. . .  .* Black lsadsrs and 
aditors now snjoysd graatar fraadom with which to critidza discrimination 
on tha part of industry and public officials. Churchss, fratarnitias, and clubs 
damandad that Roosavalt stop Jim Crow. Alpha Kappa Alpha, a national 
black sorority with a chapter at tha Univarsity of Illinois, avan sponsored 
weekends in Washington to lobby for this purpose.*3
1 * John Byron Kirby, T h e  Nev Deal and Blacks: A Study of Black and White 
Race Thought," dies., U of Illinois, 1971,284; Franklin 534-37.
12 Sitkoff 217; Franklin 489,
>3 Sitkoff 312; Meier 218.
7After the Civil War, schools for black citizens sprang up in the South 
mainly due to the efforts of Northern missionaries and philanthropists who 
established about two hundred institutes of higher learning, unsupported by 
state and federal funding.14 Among the schools founded in the late 
nineteenth century were the all-Mack colleges of Fisk, Howard, and 
Hampton. White administrators and white faculty members trained black 
students in the classics -  on white terms.1’
Marked by the passage of the Land Grant Act of 1690, the last decade 
of the nineteenth century saw the rise of industrial education for black 
students. The Land Grant Act forbade discrimination and required that 
land-grant monies be distributed among blacks as well as whites.* This act 
urged a new emphasis on vocational and agricultural training over classical 
liberal arts education. With Booker T. Washington as its main proponent, 
vocational training meshed with the accommodating self-help virtues of the 
time. Moreover, "vocational training became a corollary of white 
supremacy*, where "teachers believed most (black) students could not learn 
unless they broke away from the black folk culture and assimilated the
values of the white middle class.'1*
\
By the advent of World War I, industrial educate had overtaken the
%
classical training of earlier times. Increasing segregation, however, increased
M Allan B. Ballard. The Education of Black Folk: The Afro-American Struggle 
for knowledge in White America (New York: Harper. 1973) 13
,5 Ballard 13: Raymond Volters, The New Mai"w»" reiemie (Prince,on, New 
Jersey: Princeton UP, 1973) 4.
' *  Volters 7-12; Meier 179.
*the demand for black leaders. Black communities and schools needed 
professionals ~  teachers, doctors, lawyers, and clergymen. In addition, th e 
reorganization of southern agriculture and organized labor's opposition to the 
employment of skilled black workers left teaching as the most reliable 
source of employment for black college graduates." Job objectives and 
professional training began to overtake industrial education, and liberal arts 
training prevailed in the 1920s and 1930s.17
The Black College Student
According to H igher Education Among Negroes, published in 1932, the 
number of Blacks in college in 1926 totaled 13,660. By 1931, the number of 
students in college had jumped to 20,967. In northern colleges, moreover, 
the number of black graduates increased 161% between 1920 and KU5. s ad 
although the depression forced a slight decline in enrollment, an extensive 
study of black colleges in the 1930s stated, "So rapid (had) been the inci iftse
. . .  that there may be noted more graduates during the eleven year period 
from 1926 to 1936 than there were for the entire one hundred year period 
prior to 1926."» These black college graduates, with their renewed 
classical and professional training, would be difficult for white society to
subordinate in the future.
The black college students of the 1930s generally originated out of 
hardworking homes and rarely came from the "extremes of squalor." Even 
with their more secure backgrounds, most black students devoted part of
17 T ollers 16; Theophilus Elisha McKinney, ed., Higher Education Antons 
Negroes (Charlotte, North Carolina: Johnson C. Smith U, 1932) 30-31. 18
18 McKinney 41; Charles S. Johnson, The Negro College Graduate (Chapel Hill. 
North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press, 1938) 10.
9their school time working, or arranging for student loans and '.scholarships. 
They want to college for practically the same reasons as their white 
counterparts. One survey in the Negro College Graduate listed the top 
twenty reasons Blacks decided to go to college. Economic and self- 
improvement motives topped the list while only eighth highest among all the 
motives was service to the Negro race. Interest in athletics ranked 
twentieth.1*
Black students' occupational choices, however, differed from their 
white classmates'. “From the consistency of the choices of both high school 
students and college graduates, it (was) evident that they (were) greatly 
influenced by the small number of occupations believed to be open to 
Negroes." Most high school boys looked to college as the route for a career in 
teaching or medicine, and most young girls desired an even more limited 
occupational goal, teaching.20
Mixed Schools
Black college students in the 1930s possessed two options when 
choosing a college. They could attend one of the numerous "separate but 
equal" schools in the South where they could find needed support from 
black classmates and from sympathetic teachers. Although these separate 
schools provided the black student with necessary psychological support, 
they were often run by Jim Crow administrators. In addition, these 
institutions possessed low quality facilities and lacked funding for expansion 
and upgrade. Most students graduating from these colleges became
19 Johnson 91 and 218
20 Johnson 193.
clergymen, physicians, low-level teachers, librarians, and middle class 
businessmen.
10
A black student could also attend a white college that allowed 
admission of Blacks. Such mixed schools that did admit black students 
existed only in the North. They included private universities like Harvard 
and large public institutions like the University of Illinois and tended to 
produce more black musicians and music teachers, lawyers, Journalists, social 
workers, pharmacists, college professors and officials, chemists, and civil and 
mechanical engineers, than the southern black colleges produced.21
The number of black students varied from school to school, ranging 
from under ten at elite private colleges to over three hundred at Ohio State, 
a public university. Private colleges tended to enroll far fewer Blacks than 
the large public universities. According to Allen B. Ballard, author of The 
Education of Black Folk. Targe colleges, with relatively numerous Black 
students and black fraternal and sororal organizations, provided the social 
and psychological supports necessary to cope with hostile and indifferent 
institutions.*22
On the whole, the white college atmosphere was hostile and 
indifferent to black students. Most white colleges refused Blacks admission, 
and those that allowed black applicants to enroll discriminated in one way or 
another. James Wechsler argued in Revolt on tfr*  rampna that ’racist 
attitudes (were) found at every university which (condescended) to admit 
members of the Negro race or (were) compelled by legal statute to do so.’ 
Overall, the administrations and faculties of these mixed institutions tended
21 Johnson 130.
22 Bollard 3
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to bo ignorant of the black student's problems and culture and to 
discriminate against thorn. In addition, black studonts at mixed universities 
and collogos never were taught by black profossors. In 1940, out of tho 330 
black PhDs in tho United States, not ono taught at a mixed institution.23
Black studonts at mixed univorsitios experienced discrimination in 
housing, athlotics, extracurricular activitios, and acadomics sottings. Tho 
oxtent of this discrimination difforod from institution to institution, and its 
naturo dopondod on tho universities’ historical polidos, its curront staff, 
faculty, and studont body, as well as tho community surrounding it  Such 
factors influoncod tho Univorsity of Illinois in tho 1930s. Tho Univorsity, 
while typifying mlxsd institutions on most lovols, romainod uniquo in somo 
rospocts.
Illin o is in  th e  1 Q 3 0 s
Tho state of Illinois was part of tho uniquo onvircnmont of tho 
Univorsity of Illinois. Although IUinoii was a northorn state, supposo ly 
froo from tho rampant racism of tho South, It was not without projudi 0 and 
sogrogation. Indood, colls of tho Eu Klux Elan appoarod In southern iuinois 
in tho post-war period Sov thorn Illinois also contained segregate! 1 otels 
and restaurants during tho 930s Even in Chicago, a city which off( rod 
many more opportunities fc B1 xks, discrimination exi; ted. Black citizens 
lived in tho Chicago Black Bolt, t, small strip of neighbor loods on the city's
23 Jums Wechsitr, B«volt on tho C^iapui (N rr York: lorrici-Friode 
Publishers. 1939) 363: Horace Menn Bond, The Education of the Nearo in the American 
Social Order (Near York: Octagon, 1966) 389-90; Ballard 44.
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South sido. In the early thirties, 166,000 of Cook County's 225,000 black 
citizens lived in these residentially segregated neighborhoods.2*
Illinois was also one of the several northern states where separate 
schools and institutions existed alongside non-separate schools and 
institutions. Illinois law banned separation, and in the 1930s its superior 
courts continued to unanimously decide against separate institutions. 
Separate schools, however, existed in many parts of Illinois, especially in the 
southern part called "Little Egypt’ and in Morgan Park, a Chicago suburb.2?
However repressed black citizens of Illinois might have been, their 
group did include professionals and legislators who worked toward their 
race's advancement Although Illinois barred most of its black professionals 
from medical, dental, and bar associations, it had the iourth largest black 
professional population of all the northern states. Moreover, Illinois elected 
a Black to the U.S. House of Representatives in 1926, and elected another in 
1934. After gaining political strength in a New Deal influenced political 
regeneration, Blacks became commonplace in the Illinois legislature.24 *6 
These black state representatives, such as Representative Jenkins, often 
interceded in behalf of the black students at the University of Illinois. The 
black elite, who were professionals and businessmen mostly, joined the 
representatives in their efforts through participation in civic and church 
organizations and the NAACP.
24 Franklin 470: St. Clair Drake and Horace R Cavton. Black Metropolis: A Study 
of Nairn L ift In a Noi-thom City 2 vola. (Nov York: Harcourt, 1945) 1; 382.
2*  Bond 382.
26 Jol noon 129; Franklin 525,528, and 350.
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T he U n iv e rs ity  of Illin ois In  th e  1 9 3 0 s
Champaign-Urbana and the University of Illinois campus formed the 
environment which black students contended with on a more personal level. 
During the 1930s, this environment underwent changes that affected all 
students, black and white.
The 1920s
The University of Illinois in the 1920s appeared to typify the happy- 
go-lucky Jazz Age. The 1920s were the "Joe College* days. Students' lives 
centered on hazing the freshmen, following Illinois sports teams, and 
participating in one of the ninety-two fraternities or thirty-three sororities 
active on the campus. Students rebelled against the Dean of Men's and the 
Dean of Women's rules in many ways. Both men and women pressed the 
administration to allow them to smoke, and women, gradually gaining 
emancipation, dared to wear radical clothes and make-up.27
Some things at the University during the 1920s were not happy-go- 
lucky, including black students'restricted environment President David 
Kinley, head of the University from 1920-1930, attempted to remedy some 
of their problems. Dr. Kinley pleaded with community restaurant owners to 
serve Blacks, but his pleadings failed. He succeeded better on his own 
ground, interceding whenever discrimination appeared in the classroom or 
laboratory, and personally supporting the black students and their
27 m int Tm w  (Urban*. Illinois: Tho University of Illinois P, 1990) 79; Roger 
Ebert, e d ., An m ini Century (Urbans, Illinois: The University of Illinois P, 1967) 46.
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community. Ho contributed to tho all-Black Bothol AMI. church "because of 
its apodal consideration for Negro students.' Moreover, ho attended tho 
first mooting of a local Interracial Committee and ‘gave valuable and 
constructive suggestions.* As his black chief dork put it, *(Dr. Zinley) was 
very sympathetic with Colored students and fair in his attitude and relations 
with them.*28 Zinley set an admirable precedent for his presidential 
successors.
The 1930s
In 1930, Harry Woodburn Chase succeeded President Zinley. 
President Chase faced an incredible challenge. He was to preside over a 
student body of 14,000 and over a faculty of 1200. The second largest land 
grant University in 1930, the University of Illinois also ranked as the sixth 
largest university in the country It contained ten colleges and offered a 
total of fifty different majors. Besides its expanding academic programs, the 
University possessed one of the largest Greek systems in the country and 
nearly 400 other student dubs and organizations.2’
In addition to managing such a large institution, Chase soon became 
responsible for the University's response to *he Depression and was forced 
to cutback in many areas. The frivolous collegiate atmosphere of the 
twenties disappeared, and was replaced by a more serious attitude among
28 Albert Lee, “Presidents I Have Knovn," cs. 1940, Albert Lee Paper, 1917-1928, 
Kinley Papers, RS 2/6/21, Box 1,15. &
&  Joseph R. DeMartini, "Student Protests During Two Periods in the History of 
the University of Illinois: 1867-1894 and 1929-1942," diss., U of Illinois. 1974, 271.290, 
and 303-04.
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the students. Social life slowed because students concentrated more on 
education and on searching for work.so
Students during the depression era also developed *a quickening 
interest in social and political questions.* Going beyond mere academic 
interest in these areas, a small portion of Illinois students became 
■politicized* between 1930 and 1941. These radical students espoused 
socialist views, and added to what Roger Ebert claimed was *a stirring of 
civil rights for Negro students* in the 1930s.*'
President Chase had little direct involvement with his black students 
and their affairs. Albert Lee, his black administrative assistant, however, 
noted that Chase's attitude toward the black students was 'sympathetic and 
friendly.*32 Chase's presidency ended in 1933* aad Arthur Hill Daniels 
assumed the post Daniels merely served as an interim president Causing 
no great changes in University policy, Daniels extended Chase's 
administration until a replacement was found in 1934.
Arthur Cutts Willard served as the University of Illinois' president 
from 1934 to 1946. Although Willard dealt with the last of the Depression's 
effects on the University, his term saw the general lift of the Depression and 
an increase in social activities among students. The increased social life 
assumed a scandalous nature in the late thirties when President Willard 
faced an infiltration of vice, as student members frequented the gambling 3012
30 Ebert 123 tad  135-38.
31 Ebert 127; DeMtrtini 2.
32 Lee 3.
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and prostitution houses located on Walnut Street 33 Also, as the 1930s came 
to a close, the foreboding of war dominated the University. Rarely would an 
issue of the school paper not contain articles or editorials concerning some 
aspect of the growing possibility of war.
Besides increasing vice and impending war, Willard faced "the 
unsolved problems of better housing and low-priced eating places for 
Negroes and impecunious students.* President Willard seemed to have a 
genuine concern for his students. Albert Lee, continuing as Willard's chief 
clerk, noted that Willard wanted all students, black and white, to at least 
receive good meals and housing. For black students, Willard often acted as 
an influential ally, and he gained the respect of black alumni and 
constituency through extensive public relations speeches, and through 
correspondence with them. On one occasion, a prominent black alumnus 
wrote to Willard explaining that the Blacks in his community were hostile to 
the University because of rumors of discrimination. Taking direct action, 
President Willard brought the writer to visit the University at Willard's own 
expense.^
A lbert S. Lee: Unofficial Dean of the Black Students
Besides the presidents of the University, another man in the 
administration had the power to influence black students' lives. That man 
was Albert R. Lee, the first black employee hired by the University of 34
33 Ebert 148-52.
34 Lee 5.16, and 34
17
Illinois.35 Lee first worked as a messenger in the President’s office, starting 
in 1695. sad after talcing a year off in 1697-96 to attend classes at the 
University, he resumed work for the President’s office. He stayed there 
until he retired in 1947. During this span, Lee worked for seven presidents. 
One of them, Dr. Kinley, promoted him to Chief Clerk to the President in 
1920, and Albert Lee served at that influential post until 1942.
Albert Lee’s niece, Carrie Banks, attended the University from 1940- 
42. According to Banks, Albert Lee was the unofficial Dean of the Colored 
Students." Black students constantly visited him in his office, and found him 
"very helpful."** Indeed, all the black students knew that Lee maintained 
excellent connections with the University and with the surrounding 
community and would not hesitate to use his connections to help them.
As the most valuable black representative of the University, Lee 
received many letters from prospective black students from throughout the 
whole state of Illinois and states as far as Oklahoma. He took it upon 
himself to help prospective students in the admissions process, and always 
encouraged their attendance. His daughter Bernice, who received her 
Masters degree from the University in the 1930s, claimed "Some of them 
(the black students) wouldnt have enough money to register, and Dad 
helped them to get their fees deferred until they could pay.’*7
Besides helping prospective students in their quest for admission, Lee 
answered all of their correspondence and their questions concerning living
*3 Rebecca Mabry, "The black students v en t to see Mr. Leo," Chamnaien- 
Urbana News Gazette J  February 1989, E3.
36 Carrie Banks, personal interview, 22 March 1989.
*7 Mabry E3
conditions and employment, in addition to serving as a housing placement 
officer. Unfamiliar with Champaign-Urbana, new students relied on Lee to 
recommend accommodations. Often Lee would recommend blade families 
who took boarders or would suggest that prospective students join a sorority 
or fraternity and live in their houses.
Once housed, most students had to find a job, and again they turned 
to Albert Lee. In answering employment requests, Lee often told black 
students to register with the TMCA. Until 1932, the TMCA handled the 
organization and filing of student jobs. Black students were allowed to work 
for the University; however, most of them worked as waiters in fraternities 
or as maids.38 As the depression worsened, the job opportunities for black 
students decreased, as Whites took all the fraternity waiter and service 
positions.8* In 1932 the University opened its own employment bureau and 
implemented the New Deal job programs. Some black students participated 
in these national programs.*0
Advice from Albert Lee did not confine itself to admissions and 
employment concerns. Students interacted with Lee on a social level also. 
Carrie Banks noted that 'everyone knew him, and everyone loved him!"
Lee, a Kappa Alpha Psi alumnus, actively involved himself with the 
black fraternities and sororities. He assumed an advisory role, often helping 
to arrange their social events, or acting as a chaperone. According to Erma 
Bridgewater, a black student at the University in the mid- 1930s, Lee was
88 Ebert 133; Erma Bridgewater, personal interview, 19 March 1989.
8*  San file, Daniels Papers, General Correspondence, 1933-3*. RS 2/8/1, Box 3.
* °  Ebert 136; tllini Y e n *  99; Colored Students file, Willard Papers, Genoral 
Correspondence, 1934-1996, RS 2/9/1, Box 2 '
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also very influential in getting students involved with his church, the Bethel 
A.M.E.
Although the Chief Clerk position called for specific duties, Albert Lee 
received a large amount of extra work because of his close connection to 
black students. Correspondence addressed to the President which concerned 
black students' affairs filtered to the unofficial dean of the black students. 
Lee also handled all requests for employer and graduate school 
recommendations and answered the administration's requests too. When 
University officials wished to have a list of black students holding National 
Youth Administration jobs, Lee supplied .the list*2 External requests also 
passed on to Lee. William DuBois, writing for his Crisis magazine, often 
asked Lee to send him statistics concerning the University of Illinois' black 
student population and their characteristics.**
Black students could not have asked for a better Dean than Albert R. 
Lee. Besides his extensive involvement with the University, Lee studied 
privately, reading University textbooks in his free time.** He even 
attempted to write a book of University of Illinois history entitled, 
"Presidents I Have Known." He involved himself in his church, leading the 
choir and the youth group program, and participated in the Masons and 
Shriners' organizations, the local NAACP chapter, and supported the YMCA. 
Finally, he sent two of his children through the University of Illinois.
* 1 Bridgearater, personal interviev.
* 2 Colored Student file, Villard Papers.
* *  Negro Matriculants List, 1887-1937, Willard Papers, RS 2/9/16, B o il . 
* *  Mabry E3
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The S ta tis tic s
A memorandum prepared by Albert Lee In 1930 ended with this 
statement, Ho discrimination (exists) in admission or in treatment after 
admission.''45 The numbers of black students attending the University 
during this period tend to cast doubt on the veracity of this statement
In 1927 only 35 black students attended the University of Illinois. By 
1928 the black student population jumped to 92, and by 1929, student 
attendance totaled 138- This increase in students at the University of Illinois 
in the late 1920s fit a broader increase recorded by Charles Johnson's Bis. 
Negro College Graduate.46 Student population, however, leveled off in the 
1930s. Total black enrollment settled at approximately 110, and the number 
of men and women enrolled fluctuated very little. Approaching the 1940s, 
as the economy prospered, enrollment met the pre-depression total 
enrollment of 138. (see Appendix)
When compared to the total number of students attending the 
University in the 1930s, the number of black students was low. In 1935- for 
example, 13,067 students attended the University, and approximately 
12,960 of these students were white.*7
While most of the black students enrolled at the University were 
undergraduates, the University did allow Blacks to do advanced work. The 
number of graduate students enrolled in the University in the 1930s varied.
*3 Negro Matriculant* List, Willard Papers.
* *  Negro Matriculants List, Willard Papers; Johnson 9.
* 7 University of Illinois Annual Register, 1937.
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During the spring semester of 1932, four students worked at the graduate 
l*vel.48 This number increased to 14 by the fall of 1937, always with more 
men doing advanced work than women.
The graduate students studied in a wide variety of areas. In 1935, 
three black students earned law degrees, and in 1937, one student studied 
zoology, while another earned his PhD in Chemistry. Many studied the 
liberal arts. A few students earned advanced degrees in education and 
library science too.49
Black undergraduates’ majors were more diversified. One list 
prepared in 1934 for the Crisis magazine exemplified this diversity. Six 
students earned AB degrees and three earned BS degrees in the college of 
Liberal Arte and Sciences. Six received BS degrees from the popular college 
of Education, while Commerce gave out three BS degrees to black students. 
Two students graduated in Library Science, and one student each in 
Agriculture and Engineering.
The students' hometowns were as diverse as their academic fields.
Ten of the nineteen students receiving degrees in 1931 hailed from Illinois. 
Six of these ten students were from Chicago. The midwestern states supplied 
an Oklahoma graduate, a Missouri graduate, and a graduate from Bristol, 
Indiana. One student represented the East, coming from New York, and 
North Carolina, Louisiana, Tennessee, and Arkansas, each added one to the
49 Negro Students files, Willard Papers. General Correspondence. 1934-46, RS 
2/9/1, Bos 64.
49 Negro Matriculants List, Willard Papers; Colored Students file, Willard
Papers.
graduate list Finally, Birtill Lloyd, from Kingston, Jamiaca, received bis 
Masters of Science degree that year.50
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Tha C om m un ity  C o n tex t
Unloss it happened to be Champaign or Urbana, a black student s 
hometown meant little when he or she attempted to locate housing at the 
University of Illinois. Finding suitable housing was the most pressing 
problem facing new students.
Black students could not live in white University ho'tsing. Separate 
dormitories did not exist for them either. This lack of University housing 
forced the black students to live either in on-campus housing or in the 
community. Surrounding the University, nearly'every home (had) lodging 
for one or more students', unless those students were Black.’ 1 Because 
campus landlords proved extremely prejudiced, black students were left no 
other option than to live on the north end of town in the “Negro section.* 
According to the 1930 census, the total population of 33,400 in 
Champaign-Urbana included 1992 Blacks, the majority of whom lived in the 
northern parts of both cities. The Champaign County Housing Authority 
Survey of 1941 claimed, ’It (was) almost impossible for a Negro to buy or 
rent outside a restricted area, partly because of the devise of raising the renu 50
50 Negro Matriculants List, Willard Papers.
5 1 Janet A ndrew  C ro a w ll, "History and Organization of the Negro Community 
in Champaign-Urbana. Illinois," unpublished Masters thesis. U of Illinois, 1934,27.
or sal* pric* to a N*gro applicant* In addition, sm n  subdivisions poss*ss*d 
restrictive covenants banning black people. Blacks, therefore, crowded into 
a section of town no bigger than one square mile called the 'Jungle.*
Bounded on the north by Bradley Street the Jungle spread east to Goodwin, 
south to Park, and west to the Illinois Central tracks.”  (see Appendix)
Housing in the black community was a ’sorry picture * Many streets 
were unpaved, and some possessed no sidewalks. Blacks, moreover, 
crowded into their homes, most of which were unfit for habitation. Many 
lived in sheds or tarpaper shacks with paper for windowpanes. Even most 
of the regular houses provided conditions “hazardous to health and safety.* 
Out of 567 houses occupied by Blacks, eighty-three were unfit for habitation, 
and 222 needed major repairs”
Many black students lived in these private homes in North Champaign, 
most of them in the southern part of the "Negro section’, since the higher 
status Blacks resided in those homes south of Washington Street Their 
homes had better appearances and nicer yards. Janet Cromwell, who 
completed a study of the black community of Champaign-Urbana in 1934, 
claimed the ’section west of South Neil Street. . .  (gave) higher social status 
to the Negro student who (was) attending the University * In addition, many 
black students lived outside of the “Negro section’ in fraternities or 
sororities.”  In 1934, black students in Kappa Alpha Psl lived at 904 W.
Clark, Urbana, and members of Alpha Phi Alpha lived above Boyd's
23
”  Cromwell 26-29; L eaf ue of Vomen Voters of Champaign County, Illinois,A 
Community Benoit (N.p.: n.p., C. 1948)20.
J3  Cromwell 30; League of Vomen 18.
”  Cromwell 30 and 40.
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restaurant at 615 S. Wright Alpha Kap ia sorority members Uv<k1 at 
1201 Stoughton, Urbana,
Besides housing restrictions and seb gafcon, the community restricted 
and segregated Blacks in many other areas. Most of the community's 
segregation occurred in the public service milieu. One black doctor served 
most of the black population, and although hospitals did discriminate in 
some areas, they did admit black patients According to the Women's 
League Report of 1946, ‘many of the dentists would accept Negro patients if 
white patients did not cancel their appointments when 'hey found Negroes 
in the waiting room.* Blacks also could go to a white dentist in the "Negro 
Section*, but his services were neither sanitary, nor safe.
Blacks who needed overnight accommodations could choose 
between two black hotels, each of which also served as a house of 
prostitution. In addition, because white barbers would not accept black 
business, blacks were forced to go to one of the black barbershops located in 
the "Negro section.* When black citizens wished to eat, they either went to 
one of the several grocery stores run by Blacks or to an all-Black restaurant 
In the *Negro section*, Blacks could eat at two small restaurants, or they 
could grab a sandwich at one of the hotdog or Southern barbecue stands 
scattered throughout the area. Outside of the "Negro section*, only one 
restaurant, Boyd's, located on campus, served the black citizens.55
The community restricted Blacks in other ways too. Although black 
citizens were allowed to attend the theater, they were restricted to 
designated sections, or to the balcony, while bowling alleys and the skating 5
55 Cromvell 68; League of Vomen 8,10. end 68.
rink bannsd black dtizsns antiraly.?* Blacks war* also axcludad from many 
dancs halls In tha Twin Citias. Thay could rant out tha danca halls in tha 
Univarsity District, howavar, and studants oftan rantad out Boyd's for thair 
dancas. Among tha fiva parks in Champaign and Urbana during tha 1930s, 
only ona on tha north outskirts of Urbana ancouragad usa by black dtizans. 
Tha Targast and bast aquippad* park, Crystal Laka Park, allowad Blacks, but 
sxdudsd tham from tha swimming pool.?7
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The C am pus Housing Situation
Albart Laa halpad studants daal with thair housing pradicamants. Ha 
usually could rafar studants to tan or fiftaan homas which would accapt 
studant lodgars. Laa also halpad tha fratarnity and sorority mambars in 
thair quast to purchasa and furnish thair housas.
In tha lata 1920s, housing for black woman was scares. In ordsr to 
rsmsdy this problsm, Alpha Kappa Alpha mambars, who rsprssantsd most 
of tha black girls in tha Univarsity, approachsd Mr. Laa with a solution.
Thay wantsd to buy a houss, but thay naadad halp to raiss tha $300 down 
paymsnt
Laa informsd Prssidsnt Kinlsy of tha girls' dilamma. Unlay triad 
various ploys to raisa tha monay. First, ha asksd prominant Blacks in 
Chicago for donations, but ha rscsivsd no rsply. Than, ha axplainad tha 
situation to tha Board of Trustsss, with littla succass. During his
?* of Wom*n 8
?7 Cromwell 28-29
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presentation, however, he arouse the sympathy of Mrs. Anna Ickes, a 
member of the Board. Through her liberal donations and through those of 
her friends, the Alpha Kappa Alpha members received their $500, and 
President Kinley, using the University's architectural, legal, and financial 
experts, finalized the purchase of the house. Dr. Kinley continued to support 
the sorority members by paying frequent visits', giving them a picture for 
their wall, and building them a fire escape at his own expense.3*
The administration, however, only went so far in supporting black 
women in their housing needs. One woman applied to the dormitories in 
1933< and the University rejected her application. When the NAACP later 
complained to President Willard, he did not deny their charge. Willard did 
argue though, that the applicant was married, and therefore could not live in 
the dormitories anyway.3’
In March of 1937, President Willard received another complaint 
concerning the inadequate housing for black women at the University. 
Willard's reply highlighted the administration's attitude in this area. Willard 
first compared black housing to other off-campus students' housing, arguing 
that many of them lived more than twelve blocks off campus. Moreover, 
Willard emphasized the availability of an improved bus service which 
served off-campus students for a mere five or six cents. According to Carrie 
Banks, a former black student, Willard did not exaggerate. The bus service 
was 'quite reasonable and adequate.'60 In Pr*udent Willard's view, the
3° Lm  14-15; Martha Roberts, letter to Albert Lee, 7 January 1928, Albert Lee 
Papers,1917-192S, Kinley Paters, RS 2/6/21, Box 1.
3° Arthur Cutts Willard, letter to the NAACP, 19 April 1933, Negro Students file, 
Willard Papers, General Correspondence, 1934-1946, RS 2/9/1, Bos 64.
60 Banks, personal interrw ar.
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woman's living conditions, aspsdally for sorority mambors, war# "not so 
bad.'*'
Two fraternity bouses took care of most of the bousing needs of tbe 
male students. Tbe fraternities, however, experienced difficulties in 
purchasing bouses on campus. In order to address this problem, tbe 
University administration balanced tbe competing interests of tbe black 
students with those of the prejudiced community members.
President Willard received complaints in 193d when a Kappa Alpha 
Psi alumnus bought a house on the corner of Third and John Streets. The 
alumnus planned to rent the house to his fraternity's members. The Danville 
Real Estate Association, outraged, said, This crowd had approached our 
organization a number of times and we repeatedly told them that they 
should remain in a colored district’ The Association then explained how the 
value of the next door properties would decrease, and how there might be 
trouble with the neighboring white fraternities. The University also 
received complaints from the nearby property owners and fraternities w
The University's response to the crisis could be described as Inactive 
support Willard and his University officials knew that it would 'manifestly 
be improper and contrary to (the University of Illinois') character as a public 
institution for the University to do anything indicative of a policy that could 
be considered as discriminatory either for or against any particular class of
** H aa file, Willard Papers, General Correspondence, 1934-1946, RS 2/9/1, Boi
18.
* 2 F/Frets Chapters file, Willard Papers, General Correspondence, 1934-1946, RS 
2/9/1, Box 27; Assistant Dean of Men, letter to Arthur Cults Willard. Negro Students files, 
Willard Papers, General Correspondence, 1934-1946, RS 2/9/1, Box 64.
students.* On the other hand, they did not want community property 
owners to petition them and protest as they had in the past*3
Talcing no stand allowed the University to skirt the issue. The 
fraternity itself worked toward a compromise with the University in 
appreciation of a 'realistic approach.' A realistic approach meant leaving the 
neighborhood before the white fraternity harassment increased, and trouble 
ensued. The University, gladdened by Kappa Alpha Psi's willingness to 
move, helped them to locate a new house.**
The University faced another conflict between its black students and 
community owners in 1939 when Alpha Phi Alpha received a $1500 loan 
from its national organization and tried to relocate from their home above 
Boyd's restaurant They asked the University for help when neighborhood 
objections prevented their purchase of a house. University officials, 
anticipating the wrath of alumnae in Chicago, agreed halfheartedly to help.*’
Unlike with housing, the University administration played an active 
role in helping black students to eat on campus. The situation was too acute 
to ignore.
*3 Arthur Cutts Villard, letter to Danville Real Estate Association, 8 August 1938, 
F/Frats Chapters file, Willard Papers, General Correspondence, 1934-1946. RS 2/9/1, Bos 
27; Assistant Dean to Villard.
**  Assistant Dean to Willard. 
* ’  Assistant Dean to Willard.
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When Boyd's restaurant closed its doors in 1935* it created a crisis (or 
black students who wished to eat while on campus. Black students, stuck on 
campus all day because they lived so far away, only could eat lunch at the 
campus Home Economics cafeteria.66 Therefore, many brought their 
lunches, or purchased fruit or candy from a stand set up outside of the 
library at the corner of Wright and Armory Streets 67 * These students, 
however, did not have anywhere to purchase breakfast or dinner, just grab a 
sna<*v, or sit around and talk.
When President Willard held a conference of prominent campus 
restaurant owners in the mid-1930s, he made little progress. One owner 
remarked th at he would open his restaurant to Negroes if every other 
proprietor agreed to do so." This, of course, would never happen. Owners 
feared the loss of white business should they open their doors to Blacks.69 
The most they would compromise would be to allow Blacks to eat in their 
basements.66
One white student, in a letter to the editor of the 
challenged students and faculty to disprove the restaurant owners' charge. 
‘Let us simply go to these proprietors, and ask them if they are 
discriminating against our brother citizenry. Tell them that they can no 
longer use us for an excuse. . .  ,*70 Challenges like this made the
66 Daily Illifli 23 February 1936: 4.
67 Bridgewater, pereoaal interview.
66 Lee 20.
66 v «  l arfim December 1931: 3
76 Dnilv Ulini 23 February 1936: 4.
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administration and the student body a war* of the black students' sating 
predicament When Bo> did go out of business in 1935. therefore, the 
faculty and community * ctively supported the establishment of an eating 
cc-operative.
Faculty members formed their own committee to solicit support for a 
student co-op. They sent letters to other faculty members, administrators, 
and members of the community in order to raise money for the student run, 
non-profit co-operative that would abide by a policy of no discrimination. 
Several student groups joined the faculty committee in promoting the co-op, 
including the two black fraternities, Kappa Alpha Psl and Alpha Phi Alpha, 
the radical National Student League, the Students for Industrial Democracy, 
and two more unrecognised liberal student organizations. They planned to 
operate the co-op out of Boyd's old building, in which Alpha Phi Alpha lived 
upstairs.
Dean of Men Fred Turner warned President Willard of the possible 
implications of the co-operative in a letter m December of 1935- He said, *1 
think that the social implications which arise from the mixed white and 
colored establishment located in a building used partially as a dormitory, 
with a possibility of a socialistic center in connection, and the strong 
possibility of very loose financial management* should be avoided. He 
recommended that the University supply its own eating establishment The 
supporters of the co-operative, however, succeeded in raising the money, 
and established the co-operative.
Some of Dean Turner's more practical concerns turned into reality.
The co-operative soon failed due to a variety of reasons. The biggest cause 
of the failure was financial mismanagement According to the faculty 
committee, lack of publicity and minor opposition to the co-operative's bi-
racial character also added to its demise.7 < With the failure of the co­
operative, the University administration continued its search for a solution to 
the black students' eating dilemma.
The complaints about the eating situation continued to bombard the 
administration. Dean Turner told President Willard in August of 1937, "the 
Student Affairs Committee and a good many of the faculty* want action on 
the eating crisis. President Willard, lacking the money in the budget to 
create a new facility, suggested that they expand the services of the Home 
Economics cafeteria located in the Women's Building (now the English 
Building).
Dean Turner submitted such a proposal to Willard, suggesting that a 
low cost meal service be provided for certain students, including black 
students. The cafeteria would serve three meals a day, instead of one, and 
would call for a large increase in the cafeteria's budget
Problems with the plan prevented its implementation. After asking 
the Trustees for an appropriation of $2023 for the low cost eating plan, 
Willard failed to receive the money. The Physical Plant Department also 
discouraged the plan, noting that too many men would be in the Women's 
Building, and also that women used the gym too much to give up the space in 
the morning and evening. Finally, Dean Turner was unable to secure the 
support of the students. Only 192 applicants showed interest in the plan, 
and only four of these were black students.72
Several months later, a group of students took the initiative in 
alleviating the black students' eating problem. Four black members of the
71 Negro Student* file*, V illtrd  Pipers.
72 Negro Students files, Villerd Pipers.
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newly formed Civil Rights Union filed in Circuit Court against a segregated 
confectionery nameo Hanley's, charging the restaurant owners with violating 
Illinois Civil Rights law for refusing black students service. To garner 
support for their cause, the members of the Civil Rights Union sent out 
letters to student organizations and faculty members. One student 
organization, the American Student Union, responded to the Civil Rights 
Union's request by organizing a petition drive to determine student 
sentiment on the question of whether Blacks eating in campus 
confectioneries was "suicide" for these restaurants. Besides these ASU 
members, other white students campaigned to help the black students. One 
natty mini editorial reported, "Speeches were made to organizations 
explaining, and protesting the (black students') situation.*7*
The administration continued looking for a concrete solution, and v. 
the opening of the Union Building at the end of the decade, the 
administration found one. The Union served three meals per day to all 
students, regardless of income level or color.7* Besides providing meals, the 
Union became "the great social melting pot where all students (met) on a 
common level", including black students. President Willard encouraged 
black students to utilize the Union once it opened by contacting Blacks to 
make sure they used the facilities. Carrie Banks, a student at the University 
in 1940, said, "Black students went to the Union a lo t" According to one 
n«<iy Tinn< editorial, "Now all (would) be satisfied."7* 73*5
73 Q iU xJiU ni 20 April 1937: 1 and 15 June 1938: 2.
7* Daily lllin i 15 June 193* 2.
75 Lee 20; Banks, personal in te r n e * ; Daily lllini 15 June 1938. 2.
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A cad em ics an d  H
The black students at the Univarsity of Illinois in the 1930s competed 
on the sama academic laval as other students. Black students' grades ware 
no worse, nor any batter than their white counterparts' grades. In the fall of 
1930, for exunple, AlpLi Phi Alpha and Kappa Alpha Psi placed 25th and 
26th respectively on a list of average fraternity grade points including about 
70 fraternities, and Kappa Alpha Psi Jumped from 63rd place to 6th in 1933- 
34, making the "greatest gain. . .  by any fraternity" that year. Alpha Kappa 
Alpha sorority also did not deviate from the norm. Although the sorority 
only ranked 14th out of 17 sororities in spring of 1936, its members enrolled 
in more hours of class than any other sororities' members, an average of 
16.9 per girl.76 *
The University did not seem to discriminate in giving black students 
honors or in initiating them into academic honor societies. In 1936, one 
black student initiated into Phi Beta Kappa, and another made Bronze Tablet 
Students with good grades were also admitted into Alpha Lambda Delta and 
Phi Eta Sigma, freshmen honor societies. Other students received more 
specific honors. Honors received by one graduating class in 1930 evidenced 
the wide range of honors available to black students. The various honors 
included Alpha Lambda Delta, Eta Sigma Phi (classics honorary), Torch 
(junior honorary), Phi Kappa Epsilon (international intercollegiate honorary), 
Phi Eta Sigma, and Phi Lambda Upsilon (chemistry honorary). Expanding
76 m in i 15 March 1931: 1. 15 July 1934: 1 and Freshmen Edition,
September 1936: 7.
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upon this list of honors received by black students, students participated in 
Alpha Kappa Delta (sociology honorary), Omicron Nu (home economics 
honorary), and Sigma Xi (the Phi Beta Kappa of science). Harold D. West, a 
PhD student in chemistry, received recognition for his abilities by having 
three papers published in support of his thesis.77
OrganfaM tion ai P a rticip a tio n
Black students at the University did not limit themselves to scholastic 
pursuits. They participated in extracurricular activities as well, and these 
activities fell into two categories. Some activities were racially-oriented. 
Either only Blacks joined, or the purpose of the organization had racial 
motivations. On the other hand, black students participated in organizations 
which were open to students of both colors and possessed differing 
objectives.
In the 1930s, white fraternities across th& nation would not admit 
Blacks. One University of Minnesota fraternity did attempt to pledge a 
black student, but alumni demanded his withdrawal. White fraternal 
organizations also would not give charters to black students under their 
name.78 The University of Illinois proved no exception. The black students 
who belonged to fraternities and sororities were members of chapters of 
black national organizations.
77 Colored Students file, V illtrd  Papers; lllio. vols. 37 and 38; Negro 
Matriculants List, Vilhuxl Papers.
78 W echsler366.
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Five such chapters existed at the University in the 1930s. Kappa 
Alpha Psi established a local chapter in 1913- Alpha Kappa Alpha, a 
sorority, soon followed in 19H. In 1917, another black fraternity, Alpha 
Phi Alpha began the Tau chapter at Illinois. These three chapters would be 
predominant throughout the 1930s, each averaging twenty to thirty 
members per year.
In 1931, Lampados Club, a local black organisation, affiliated with the 
national organization of Omega Phi Psi. Lampados Club had started in 1930, 
and bought a house at 1305 West Stoughton Street7* Another small 
chapter came to the University in 1933. the sorority of Delta Sigma Theta, 
bringing the total to five. The two smaller chapters maintained memberships 
under ten students each.
Most black students at the University of Illinois belonged to a 
fraternal organization. Besides providing students with a place to live and 
eat, the organizations supported students academically and socially.
Students that lived together studied together, improving their chances for 
individual academic success. Besides this benefit, fraternity and sorority 
members could receive scholarships from their national organizations. On 
the social side the benefits of membership were countless. Erma 
Bridgewater, a student in the 1930s and a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha, 
said, there were lots of parties (at the fraternities) for entertainment* In 
addition to the parties, the different chapters sponsored sequent dances for 
their members.80 70
70 D«ilv m ini 3 April 1931: 1,
00 «  T m Iw  Th« Hillary of Aloha Phi Alnh*: A Dtvloanuat in
CoUtae Life (Chicago: Th« Foundation, 197)) 223; BridgevaUr, personal intanriear.
According to Bridgewater, the community members heavily involved 
themselves with tho organizations. Each houso had a houso mother, and 
community woman would often voluntaar to halp ‘gat things dona.* Mrs. 
Bridgewater's mother was one of these women, called patronesses.81 
Community members would also chaperone dances.
Several organizations involving black students possessed race-related 
distinctions. The Cenacle, established in 1933* was an honorary fraternity 
for black students interested in ihe arts and letters. One of its activities 
included setting up an exhibit in the Browsing Room of the library during 
Negro History Veek. Also in the early 1930s, black students participated 
on the TMCA/TWCA Interracial Committee, a committee that worked with 
white students to destroy prejudice and promote social synthesis. Finally, in 
the early 1940s, black students participated on the Student Community 
Interracial Committee in an effort to fight against segregation in public 
places.82
In 1936 several of the University's students participated in the 
National Negro Congress held in Chicago. After attending the opening of the 
Congress, the students held a mass meeting at the corner of Fifth and Park 
Streets in Champaign. Richard Wright, then *a prominent Negro writer, and 
campus representative*, reported on the society's actions to date. Then, 
students spoke on various aspects of the Congress.83
Blacks did participate in other University activities which were not 
racially'related. Membership in Accountancy Club, El Circulo Literario de
81 Bridgewater. personal interview .
82 fe ilx JU ia i  1? February 1934: 1; League of Women 11
88 D*ihr m ini H February 1936 and 13 March 1936.
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Espanol, the Junior Bar Association, and other Hold organizations was not 
uncommon for black studonts. According to the 1933 HHo, ono black 
studont bolongod to tho Womon's Gloo aub, tho University Orchestra, and 
Chorus, and in later years male studonts also Joined tho Men's Gloo Club. 
Finally, ono woman served on tho production staff for two University 
plays.84 All in all, black participation in predominately white activities 
was scattered and infrequent
YW CA
Many students participated in the University YMCA and YWCA during 
the 1930s. At the beginning of each year the YMCA held a leadership 
training weekend for freshmen men, and the YWCA continually sponsored 
women's meetings and events. In addition, students participated on the 
numerous Y committees. YMCA/YWCA sponsored groups included the 
Membership Committee, the International Friendship Committee, the Social 
Problems Club, the Boys Work Committee, the World Education Committee, 
the Y Cabinet, the Interracial Committee, and many more.
Although the community YMCA excluded Blacks, the University YMCA 
and YWCA recruited Blacks for membership and included them on their 
various committees.* 8? In one Daily Ulini editorial, these interracial 
committees received credit for the "relatively small amount of ill-feeling"
84 m in  volt 3S, 43 ,43 ,46  and 47.
8? Morton D. Prouty, Jr., totter to tho author, 23 March 1989.
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apparent at the University between the races.86 Probably the most 
effective committee in promoting bi-cultural awareness was the Interracial 
Committee.
The YMCA and YWCA established the Interracial Committee in the late 
19208. The Committee wanted to increase Christian contacts between the 
Blacks and Whites. Members believed the nation (would be) greatly 
benefited by a closer co-operation between the races. . .  .* They were 
joined by other schools across the nation in organizing interracial clubs at 
this time. According to Drake a?d Cayton, authors of Black Metropolis: A 
Study of Negro Life in a Northern City, most of these interracial clubs talked 
too much and acted too little, and their actions affected only club members6 7 
The University of Illinois Interracial Committee, however, involved itself in 
many activities.
The Interracial Committee consisted of a women's committee affiliated 
with the YWCA, and a men's committee affiliated with the YMCA. Four co­
chairpersons, two black and two white, led the forty member group which 
met every second Wednesday. At their meetings, the black and white 
members planned short programs to be presented to various leagues and 
churches. Prior to 1929, only the black students gave these programs, but k 
1929 the white members joined them.86
Betides making presentations to different organizations, the 
Interracial Committee sponsored many events and speakers. In 1933, for 
sample, the Committee held a two day program featuring national speakers
66 D*ilv lllifli 25 D to a b a r  1930
67 V'» Indian 20 Nortfflbyr 1929: 2: WolUrs 320; Drak* 55
66 V‘« Indian 20 Noramber 1929: 2.
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from the TMCA, the Chicago Urban League, and a University of Chicago 
Professor. Other speakers, brought to campus by the Interracial Committee, 
included William Pickens of the NAACP, Dr. John Hope, president, of Atlanta 
University, Rev. Howard Thurman, vice-president of Morehouso College, 
and Dr. C. Roman, a black physician and educator.89
Even though the University TMCA and TWCA allowed black 
participation and sponsored the active Interracial Committee, their policies 
on race issues were not aggressive, but merely forward looking. Black 
students did not participate in large numbers and rarely participated on 
committees besides the Interracial Committee. They held no leadership 
positions, except for the two co-chairpersons of the Interracial Committee. 
Moreover, the tone of the TMCA at that time (the 1930s) was a patronizing 
one, and this tone persisted for many years." One black girl applied to live 
in the TWCA in the mid- 1930s, and TWCA officials denied her, telling her to 
live in the black sorority house. She'was not desired in the white sleeping 
quarters.* 98
A  th ir tie s
If black participation in predominantly white organizations was 
sparse, black participation in athletics was dose to nonexistent University 
athletics were as popular in the 1930s as they are today. Students followed
89 v «  Indian March 1933. January 1931, April 1931. January 1930 and January
1929.
98 Bttfnlil Hannah Am  Hundred Yaaranf Action fU.n.: n.p., 1973) 53i Negro 
Students files, Box 64.
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University teams as tbey struggled through their seasons, and students 
themselves played in intramural sports. In contrast to today, University 
teams were selected directly from the student body. No recruitment existed 
on an active basis, nor did the University subsidize athletics.* )
Discrimination against Blades was the norm for practically all 
University of Illinois athletic teams and activities in the 1930s. In this 
respect, the University did not differ from other Big Ten schools. In his 
book Th« h«w wagfa on Cimpm, Raymond Wolters noted that often 
gentlemen's agreements barred Blacks from sports. Blacks, although 
allowed on football and track teams, were banned from basketball 
throughout the Big Ten, and even the sports teams that allowed Blacks to 
play discriminated. Eddie Tolan, University of Michigan track wonder, slept 
in separate quarters than his teammates during road trips, and in another 
inddent at the University of Michigan, coaches fixed elections so that a Black 
who merited the captain position on both the football and track teams 
received nothing. Coaches held that same athlete out of a football game 
against Georgia, "out of deference to Georgia.’*2
Blacks at Illinois fared no better. Black students did not play 
basketball, or baseball, nor did they partidpate in any swimming sports. 
(They were allowed to take swimming class with whites.) Although tennis 
was discouraged too, one student challenged this precedent
1 Douglas R. Turner, a Kappa Alpha Psi and a chemistry major, played 
tennis for the University in the early 1930s. earning a varsity letter for
*)  Carol F. Pulton, “h History of Intercollegiate Football at the University of 
Illinois," unpub. Masters thesis, U of Illinois, 1957,58.
* 2 lo ite r s  316-17; Wechstor 365
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th ro  years, and playing first position on toe team. Ho Joined toe Tribo of 
too Illini, too T  man club, in 1930. Notably, Doug Turnor never mado 
captain, nor was ho montionod in too spodal highlights section on too 
yearbook.* 9*
Tho black athlotos woro fow in number botwoon Turnor and too 193*5 
football star Flip Anders. Tho first, G.V. Jamison participated in indoor and 
outdoor track in 1931 and 1932, and too socond athloto, Frank Roberts, 
received his numeral in football in 1936, but dropped out of school before 
too end of too semester.9*
One of too next Blacks to participate on a University team was 
Alphonse (Flip) Anders. Albert Loo claimed that President Willard 'did all 
that ho could to secure too eligibility of Alphonse ( Flip ) Anders so ho could 
play football.' Anders did play and received toe first varsity letter in 
football by a Black since toe turn of toe century. The 1940 lllio pictured 
Anders in toe Tribe of mini, with toe football team, and in an individual
picture. Also pictured individually in toe 1940 lllio was a black student 
named Lewis who did toe broad jump for toe varsity track team.9)
Black students were encouraged to participate in some intramural 
sports. One male student won singles in toe Tennis Intramural Tournament 
of 1931, and another won golden gloves for winning a lightweight boxing 
competition. In 1939* 1940 Kappa Alpha Psi won toe intramural track 
championships. Finally, black women began participating in toe Women's
99 Nagro Matriculants List. WUlard Paper*; lHin. vol. 38.
"  lllio vols. 38 sad 39; Negro Matriculants List, Willard Paptrs.
95 La# 21.
Athletic Association in the late 1930s with one woman receiving her 
numeral for hockey in 1940.96
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B lack S tu d e n ts  an d  th e  C h u rch
No black churches or foundations were located on campus in the 
19308. According to one freshmen observer, the white campus churches did 
‘not care for mixed groupsBlack students, therefore, had to turn to the 
black community's churches for religion. Because most of the black 
community's churches leaned toward the revival service, and were ‘not the 
kind of churches that the Negro student, usually on a highly educated level*, 
preferred to attend, most black students did not go to church.9?
The students that did go to church most likely went to Albert Lee's 
church, the Bethel AMI. Students of the time suggested Lee was 'very 
influential in getting students involved (with the church).' Lee told his 
choir in 1923, "Our church bears a peculiar relation, and consequently our 
choir. Because of the University, our church stands as an educator. It must 
give service on as a high a plane as any city church if it is to measure up to 
its opportunity and responsibility to the youths who come here to school.*9* 
Students did more than attend services at the Bethel church. They 
participated in the Baraca and Philathea Lyceum bible classes, and the
9 * Negro Matriculants List. Willard Papars; lllio vols. 45-47.
97 Jta n  Lnapp, T h e  University of Illinois and Its Negroes,' The Greea Caldron 
April 1946: 13; Cromvell 86.
9* Bridgewater, personal interview; Albart Laa, lattar to choir. Albart Leo 
Papars. 1917-1928, Einley Papars. RS 2/6/21. Box 3.
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Forum. The Forum mot one* a month to do book reports and abort plays. 
Compoaad primarily of University students, the Forum would sometimes use 
University facilities to give Kegro plays enacted by Negro students, but the 
audience (would be) composed largely from persons connected with the 
University."*
Bethel A lii , also served a social function bemuse fraternal 
organisations often used the church fadlitiee for meetings and functions. 
Carrie Banks, student of the University and life member of the Bethel church 
said "lots of students went to the Bethel. It was a social place, after all there 
was not much else to do.’ ,#0
E xp o n en ts of C h an ge
Bdgar D. Russell, 1931 co-chairman of the TMCA/TWCA Interracial 
Committee, pointed out race prejudice existing on the campus In a 1931 
letter to the tuioi He to’d of one incident of "intentional segregation.* 
The School of Music was presenting a Beethoven Trio, and students wishing 
to attend the concert could buy tickets from the University, several black 
students bought tickets, each at different times, but, when they arrived at 
the concert, they were all seated together in balcony row "J". According to
*  Croav*1131.
1M Beaks, personal lawnrinr.
Russell, the University discriminated in the sale of Homecoming tickets as 
well. The other incidents were ‘far too numerous to mention.'101
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The NAACP
The NAACP did more than mention one of the ‘other' incidents to the 
administration in 1935. The Chicago branch filed a full-blown complaint 
with President Willard concerning advanced military training, and the 
NAACP demanded action.
The R.O.T.C was ‘one of the most vigorous proponents of Jim-Crowism 
in every part of the country', and the University of Illinois did nothing to 
disprove this claim. During the 1930s, the University required all male 
students to take two years of compulsory military training. Black students 
enrolled in these courses as a rule. In 1934, for example, the Infantry 
section contained seven black students, the Coast Artillery, one, the Field 
Artillery, three, and the Calvary Unit had three students enrolled. After the 
required two year stint, qualified students could advance to the upper level 
military science courses where they got better uniforms and received a 
stipend from the government102
Candidates for advanced courses needed to satisfy two requirements. 
They had to complete the preliminary course work with satisfactory 
academic performance, and they had to pass a physical exam. These 
requirements were inherently subjective. The NAACP charged the 
University with obvious discrimination in exercising this subjectivity.
101 X jU n d iaa December 1931: 3
102 V»ch»l«f 36V N««roStudanta filaa Willard Pm w h : Daily Illini 15 January
1930: 4.
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Th# NAACP dtad numerous axamplas of past discrimination in its 
complaint On* studant bad attained axcallant gradas, and bad racaivad 
numarous awards, just to b* d*ni*d advanc«d training b*caus* b« failod to 
pass tb* r*quir*d physical *xam.‘ Otb*r studants bad similar axpariancas. 
Military doctors daniad ona black studant on tba basis of a supposad baart 
problam, whan four othar quallfiad doctors claimad him to b* in parfact 
baaltb. La tar, tba Univarsity would not list tba sama studant with bis 
graduating class "bacausa ba bad rafusad military training’, but promptly 
placad him back on tba list whan it was r*ali2*d no rafusal had baan 
involvad.m
Tba administration's rasponsas to accusations of discrimination within 
its military coursas oftan skirtad tba issuas and daniad rasponsibility. On 
tba othar band, tba main raason givan by tba taacbars of tba coursas for not 
promoting Blacks bad littla to do with acadamic or physical fitnass. Colonal 
Brown, in charg* of tba ROTC program in tba mid-193<fc. mid, This custom 
and practlc* by our paopla may ba considarad by soma parsons u  
discriminatory but, until tba ganaral laval of tba nagro raca risas to that of 
tba whit* raca, no chang* in attitud# of tba Amarican whit# dtizans is to ba 
axpactad.'ioi in othar words, whit* studants would rafus* to b* lad by 
black officars.
Tba Univaraity administration did not daal with tba raal iasua in 
raaponding to complaints from groups Ilk# tba NAACP. Oftan Univaraity 
officials, lika Willard, would dta Bdward Ditto Wimp as an axampla of tba 
non-discriminatory natur# of military study at tba Univaraity. Wimp, a 103
103 N«|ro StudMta filw , Willard Paptrs; Daily m ini 29 April 1934: 2.
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fair •skinned student, lied on bis application for advanced study. For color, 
ho put white, and for nationality, ho wrote Gorman and Fronch. Ho 
complotod advancod work in 1933. sad received tho commission of Socond 
Lt O.R.C., however, tho military later doniod his brothor tho samo 
privilege.
Prosidont Willard diplomatically doniod tho Univorsity's control ovor 
its military dopartmont In his longthy corrospondonco with tho NAACP, 
Willard blamod subjoctivity, and its unpredictability, for past racial 
instances. To prove tho Univorsity's innocence, University Counsel, 
Sveinbjorn Johnson, solicited a letter from a former Masters student who 
worked as his house servant Her letter praised the University, and 
according to Johnson, meant more than the "average colored" student's 
opinion.
Letters of assurance from former students did not quell the NAACP. 
Again in 1939, the Chicago branch complained about discrimination at the 
University of Illinois. At that time, a major investigation of vice by local 
officials grabbed all the headlines. The NAACP complained, asking for a 
concurrent investigation into violations of the Civil Rights Law. University 
Counsel Johnson, patronizing the NAACP leaders, outlined the complex 
procedure for enforcing Civil Rights laws and recommended to the pliable 
President Willard that the Attorney General not be ‘annoyed by this 
complaint"10*
•°5 Hon. ErtriU R . Peters file, Willard Papers. General Correspondence, 1934- 
1946, RS 2/9/1, Box 21: Negro Students files, Willard Papers.
t0*  Negro Students files, Willard Papers.
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White Student A ctivists
While the administration thought its black students' problems 
'annoying' at times, white student activists believed in taking them 
seriously. During the 1930s, radical student groups developed on college 
campuses across the nation. These groups concerned themselves mainly 
with socialism and resistance to war, however, they also emphasized 'civil 
rights as part of the larger fight against fascism* in the United States.107 *109
The activist groups at Illinois in the 1930s grew directly out of this 
national movement and included the National Student League (1932-35)* 
the Campus Forum (1933-39), and the American Student Union (1930-41). 
For the most part, university administrators across the Midwest discouragedt
these groups, and the University of Illinois was no exception. «>8
Radical groups at Illinois believed in equal rights for all races. One of 
the National Student League's major tasks was the alignment of Negro 
students with whites on the common issues of their lives.* According to its 
constitution, the League believed in equality, abolition of segregation in 
education, equal employment, and destruction of race supremacy through 
such actions as 'discarding of school tests derogatory to the Negro.* Like the 
NSL, the Illinois chapter of the American Student Union condemned Negro 
discrimination and segregation. This group set specific goals of eliminating 
rack! discrimination in restaurants and theaters and in promoting 'a more 
democratic attitude among students.* iw
•«7 Sitkoff 263.
IM DtM wtiai 498.
109 V tch lto r 369; DtMartinl 513-16.
In his study of student activism at the University, Joseph Do Martini 
suggested that tho studonts involvod in radical groups at Illinois ‘stood apart 
from both tho Unlvorsity and society in advocating changes which neither 
was willing to accept as legitimate solutions to the problems of this period.* 
The groups consisted of a small number of students, different from each 
other and the average University student They contained Blacks and 
Whites, Jews and Christians, and students of varied political views. All 
members had in common the goal of "working together... to bring a more 
cooperative spirit among races. . . .‘ >«®
Although the presence of these groups on a^mpus probably spurred a 
new awareness of black students' problems, the organizations' ‘stated 
concern over equal rights for Negroes and other non-war issues did not show 
itself in a proportion which in any way compared to (their) pre-occupation 
with war and peace.' In fact, only one organization, the American Student 
Union, ever initiated any organized plan to help black students on the 
campus. They Joined with the Civil Rights Union in the spring of 1937 to 
persuade local restaurants to serve black students, collecting over 700 
signatures from students who rejected the restaurant owners' contention 
that "to serve Negroes would be economic 'suicide'.’ The only public action 
ever taken by the ASU on behalf of black students, this petition drive 
probably was the only such action ever taken by the other radical 
organizations on campus at that time as well.10 11
110 DvMartini 322; IlailX-IlliAi 11 F«bru«ry 1936.
><> DvMartini333
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Representative Jenkins
At the 8am* time the ASU and the CRU collected signature for their 
petition drive, Representative Jenkins, a black Illinois state representative, 
visited the University in an attempt to address the discrimination problems 
on campus. He presented a variety of complaints to President Willard, and 
asked to see the individuals responsible for them. Jenkins wanted to see the 
military program directors, the basketball coach, and the band leader, 
Director Harding, t
Willard tried to arrange a conference of these University personnel 
and Representative Jenkins. But, many of them were ‘unavailable* at the 
time, making the conference less productive than possible. Moreover, 
Willard assured Jenkins that most of the complaints mentioned were not 
under the University's control. He ignored the most substantial of the 
accusations, and emphatically denied the few incorrect complaints. All in all, 
Willard's response provided him an easy way out of a tricky situation. > < *
The University administration better addressed complaints 
concerning discrimination by the faculty. In 1937, black students 
complained that a professor in the Department of Education had segregated 
them in the classroom, and the administration immediately confronted the 12
112 Hon. ErorittR. P tto n  flit, Viilnrd Pipers.
* ' *  Hon. ErorittR. Peters file, Viilnrd Pnpors.
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profossor. According to him, bo askod for sotting proforoncos at tho 
boginning of oach term, croating Mating charts from tboM roquosts. Much to 
his ombarrassmont, tho throo black studonts ondod up Mated togothor in tho 
front row as ho assignod tho Mats. Although ovldonco suggosted this 
inddont to bo a chanco occurronco, tho Univorsity fully invostigated tho 
drcumstancos surrounding tho complaint1M
A discriminatory inddont by faculty mombors in 1941 was no 
chanco occurronco. Whon a white studont rocoivod a Black for a lab partnor 
in hor physiology class, sho askod for a now partnor bocauM of hor 
'southorn background.* Tho instructor, also from tho South, sympathi2od, 
and switchod tho black studont with a white girl who had a black partnor in 
anothor soction. 'Ono roport stated that ho was supposod to havo said that 
ho did not liko Nogroos hinuolf .* Albort Loo, hoaring of tho complaint 
through tho Interracial Council, confronted tho hoad of tho dopartmont, 
causing him to roprimand tho Instructor and to apologia.'
Brma Bridgowator also wont thru Albort Loo to domand action on hor 
complaint of discrimination in tho classroom. A black sodology major in tho 
mid-1950s, Bridgowator and hor friond woro sogrogatod in tho back of tho 
room by thoir English Literaturo teachor. Whon tho toachor blatantly 
disrogardod tho alphabotical ordor in looting thorn, and skippod Erma, who 
was a *B*, and thon skippod Erma's black friond, an “S", Bridgowator 
'sufforod tho worst oxporionco of hor collogo yoars.* Sho immodiatoly 
rocountod tho story to hor fathor, who in turn, wont to Loo. Loo told 
Prosidont Willard, who callod tho hoad of tho dopartmont Undor accusation
1 Nosro StudtnU filts , Willard Paptrs. 
" 5  Ntgro SUidtots flits , Willard Paptrs.
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by the head of the department, the teacher denied tba charge saying that 
aha thought friends would want to ait togathar. Erma, uncomfortabla tha 
rest of tha term, accaptad tha arrangamant bacauaa she "needed tha grade" 
to graduate.* '*
In addition to soma faculty members, subordinate staff members 
discriminated against black students at the University of Illinois. In 1937, 
one worker at tha University ice skating rink refused a black student and 
her parents admission. Ha told th*m "that there ware no colored allowed to 
skate at tha rink." Evan though tha student was enrolled in a skating class 
through the University and told the worker so, he still refused, telling them 
to wait and see tha manager. Tha student and her parents, not caring "to be 
in any trouble", le f t '17
black students daily dealt with tha subtle prejudice of their student 
newspaper, tha p*hv u»ni Tha classified section mentioned race in some of 
it ads, including one advertisement for "Expert White Barbers." Other issues 
featured an articles which poked fun at black speech patterns.115
Although the Dally Illini did cover local and campus news that might 
concern black students, on the whole, it emphasized the crimes committed
1 Bridgewater. personal interview
* *7 Y'« 1 jd la n  December 1931: 3: Skating Rink file Willard Papers. General 
Correaponden.ee. 1934-1946. RS 2/9/1. Boa 22.
■ I t  Pallv m in i 21 September 1938: 8 and 13 November 1929- 10
by Blacks in the area far more. One 1931 blurb read 'Colored girl slashed in 
scuffle at dance', and proceeded to relate the story, always identifying the 
criminals by color. Another 1935 headline read, "Negro Pleads Guilty to 
Pesotum Charge of Larceny, Mischief." A later article discussing a murder 
committed by a black man said, "People yelled ’lynch him I He ought to be 
strung up P i *  Always noting color by appositives, the Daily Illini tended 
to sensationalise stories about black criminals.
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A  C om p arison  of M id w estern  U n iv e rsitie s
Were the experiences of black students at Illinois different than those 
experienced by other students at comparable universities? One University 
administrator gave this reason for the restricted status of black students at 
the University of Illinois:
Our negroes are in a difficult situation. This community is far enough 
north to give them a feeling of independence and equality, yet far 
enough south to give us many white students who do not feel this 
way. They do not have an easy time. The University generally gives 
them the same privileges as white students, but the community does 
not, and is not likely to.* 120
According to this commentator, the University’s southern location caused 
many of the black students’ difficulties. Their difficulties, however, were not
11® Daily IHini 4 April 1931.15 December 1935: 2 and 15 January 1937: 1
120 Negro Students files, Willard Papers.
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unique. Big Ten schools across the Midwest experienced many of the same 
problems that the University of Illinois experienced, and dealt with those 
problems in many of the same ways.
The University of Illinois enrolled more black students than most 
other Big Ten schools in the 1930s. In 1930, 136 black students attended 
classes at Illinois. The University of Chicago enrolled only 73 students, while 
Northwestern enrolled 49. Numbers were low at other midwestern schools 
too. The University of Wisconsin, Purdue, and the University of Minnesota 
enrolled ' 4,20, and 46 black students respectively. The Indiana University 
had 66 black students, and the University of Michigan's black student 
population totaled 67. The University of Iowa also enrolled fewer Blacks 
than Illinois, with 64. Only one school admitted more black students than 
the University of Illinois. Ohio State University reported a black student 
population of 327 in 1930.121
Illinois' larger population of black students did not mean that it 
presented a less discriminatory atmosphere. In a survey of Big Ten schools 
taken in 1937, six out of the ten sclrols, including Illinois, admitted that a 
"Negro problem" existed at their school. Each school's "Negro problem" had 
many facets, but the problem of housing seemed to outweigh the rest Black 
students could live in the dormitories at Wisconsin and at Michigan, while 
the University of Chicago allowed black men to live in University housing, 
but did not allow black women the same privilege. All of the other Big Ten 
schools, like the University of Illinois, banned Blacks from living in their 
dormitories. At Ohio State, the problem of black students in the dormitories 
had even gone to the state's Supreme Court A black girl, majoring in
121 f  E Du Boi»,«d . The Year in N*|ro Education. TheCrisis 37(1930) 262
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domestic science, was required to live in the social science dormitory. Ohio 
State officials placed her in a separate wing, and the Court upheld this
action .'22
Students a t these schools often lived with the Blacks in the 
surrounding community, in the sam e m anner as those a t Illinois. Black 
students a t Iowa, Minnesota, and Purdue, only lived in private homes in 
segregated districts. A t Northwestern and Ohio State, black students also 
lived in the "colored" YMCA's. Only Indiana and Illinois offered black 
students the chance to live in a black fraternity  or sorority.
Other Big Ten schools besides Illinois lacked appropriate eating 
facilities for black students. All schools allowed black students to ea t in 
U niversity-operated cafeterias. Black students, however, ate in the unions of 
only six  of the universities. Students rarely ate  in Wisconsin's and Iowa's 
unions, and Indiana restricted Blacks from its social center. Only three 
schools had co-operatives, and only four campuses provided black students 
with nearby restaurants where they could eat.
The other Big Ten schools shared many other sim ilarities with Illinois. 
Purdue University restricted Blacks from m ilitary courses, and the 
community segregated Blacks in its theaters and barber services. Indiana 
University possessed its own "unofficial dean of colored students." A 
librarian, Indiana's Lee equivalent looked after the black students, operated 
the black fraternity  and sorority houses, and recommended policy to the 
adm inistration.'23
'22 Negro Student files. Willard Papers; Du Bois263. Wechsler 363-66 
'23 Negro Students files. Willard Papers.
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The University of Illinois possessed m ost of the discriminatory 
characteristics found in mixed schools during the 1930s. Its black students, 
like students a t other Big Ten universities, had difficulty finding quality 
housing, and community prejudice restricted the places they could gather 
and eat. In addition, the University excluded them  from athletics, m ilitary 
courses, and organizations in the sam e m anner as other midwestern 
universities. Black students a t  the University of Illinois suffered no worse, 
nor no better conditions than their midwestern counterparts.
Still, today we have a hard tim e understanding how discrimination as 
extrem e as that experienced by the Blacks a t Illinois during the 1930s could 
have occurred. I t  m atters little w hether the University treated its black 
students the same as the other schools in the Midwest, and w hether other 
Illinois communities restricted their black citizens like Champaign-Urbana 
did. Black students suffered too m any restrictions and too many 
discriminations a t the University of Illinois. We ask, why w asn't some action 
taken? Why w asn't something done?
One white alumnus who was president of the YMCA in 1941 -42  wrote 
about the 1930s:
That was before World War II, the atomic bomb, T .V ., the Civil
Rights M ovem en t___ Social conditions w ere quite d ifferent
then than now. The heavy social issues then w ere the New Deal 
and questions of war and p e a ce .. . .  Society was quite 
segregated by race, partly by law, partly by cu stom .. . .  Many 
whites did not know a single black person (at least in 
Illinois).' *
124 Robert Trobau|h. letter to the author. 17 April 1989
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That age accepted discrimination against Blacks, and most of the black 
students at the University of Illinois accepted the discrimination as well. 
Most did not push for change, nor did most complain about restrictive 
conditions. Instead, they concentrated on earning their degrees, and 
involved themselves with the black community and with black organizations.
When the students did express their discontent, they often registered 
their complaints with Albert Lee. Lee humanized the administration for 
them. On the other hand, Lee humanized the concerns of the black students 
for the University administrators and undoubtedly, influenced them. He 
caused University officials to notice the black student and to recognize their 
problems, even if the recognition sometimes caused little change. Other 
groups also caused the University to attend to the problems of the black 
students. The NAACP, black legislators, and black alumni pressured 
University officials to rid the campus of discrimination, and faculty and 
white student groups increased this pressure.
The University 's response to discrimination against its students can be 
separated into three categories. In some areas, University officials actively 
fought for the rights of their black students. The University's assertive 
attempts to establish adequate eating facilities for the Blacks provided the 
best example of this aggressive response. Beginning with attempts to 
persuade local restaurant owners to allow black students to eat, and 
culminating with the opening of the Union cafeteria, the administration 
proposed plan after plan to solve the persistent eating problem.
The second response can be classified as supportive, yet acquiescent 
University officials supported black fraternities and sororities in their quest 
to live on campus, often helping the organizations locate available houses.
Community complaints, however, prevented the University from  helping too 
much. Rather than backing a rebellion against such community prejudice, 
University officials urged the black organizations to take a conciliatory 
approach in choosing housing.
Lastly, the University som etim es ignored discrimination against the 
black students, and did nothing. The athletic program provided one of the 
w orst examples of this closed-eye response. Directly under University 
control, the athletic program denied Blacks the opportunity to play 
basketball, baseball, and many other sports. The few  team s th at did allow 
Blacks to play often discriminated against them by making them  sleep in 
separate quarters and sit out of gam es.12)
The closed-eye response tended to overshadow the University's 
attem pts a t effecting positive change in the biack students' lives. Attem pts 
w ere m ade to rem edy some of the problems, however, and in an age where 
discrimination was the norm, these attem pts should be applauded. Many 
times, the administration seemed to w ant to do more, but could not because 
society demanded segregation. Caught in the middle, officials took a 
d iplom ats, y e t largely ineffective, approach to decrease discrimination 
against its black students.
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B lack  S tu d o n t P o p u latio n  a t  th e  U n iv a rs ity  o f im n oto
Niafcar o f
* *  *  **  *  ***  * *  **• M t *** *** ***
* Negro Matriculants List, 1667-1937, Willard Papers, Record Series 
2/9/16* Box 1.
«* Colorsd Students fils, Willard Papers, Ganaral Corraspoodanca 193*- 
1946, Record Series 2/9/1, Box 33
***Nsgro Students file, Willard Papers, General Correspondence 193** 
Record Series 2/9/1, Box 64.
• Tears not marked unavailable.
• Pigures are only approximations
• Discrepancies due to semester changes.
• Figures include both undergraduate and graduate students.
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